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It is all in the mind
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Imagine a politician from your party is in
trouble for alleged misdemeanors. He's
been assessed by an expert who says he
likely has early-stage Alzheimer's. If this
diagnosis is correct, your politician will have
to resign, and he'll be replaced by a
candidate from an opposing party.
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This was the scenario presented to
participants in a new study by Geoffrey
Munro and Cynthia Munro. A vital twist was
that half of the 106 student participants read
a version of the story in which the dementia
expert based his diagnosis on detailed cognitive tests; the other half read a
version in which he used a structural MRI brain scan. All other story details were
matched, such as the expert's years of experience in the field, and the detail
provided for the different techniques he used.
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Overall, the students found the MRI evidence more convincing than the cognitive
tests. For example, 69.8 percent of those given the MRI scenario said the
evidence the politician had Alzheimer's was strong and convincing, whereas only
39.6 percent of students given the cognitive tests scenario said the same. MRI
data was also seen to be more objective, valid and reliable. Focusing on just
those students in both conditions who showed skepticism, over 15 percent who
read the cognitive tests scenario mentioned the unreliability of the evidence;
none of the students given the MRI scenario cited this reason.
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In reality, a diagnosis of probable Alzheimer's will always be made with cognitive
tests, with brain scans used to rule out other explanations for any observed test
impairments. The researchers said their results are indicative of naive faith in the
trustworthiness of brain imaging data. "When one contrasts the very detailed
manuals accompanying cognitive tests to the absences of formalized operational
criteria to guide the clinical interpretation of structural brain MRI in diagnosing
disease, the perception that brain MRI is somehow immune to problems of
reliability becomes even more perplexing," they said.
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What about the students with a very strong political identity for whom the
diagnostic evidence was therefore particularly unwelcome? The researchers
found that the gap between the perception of MRI and cognitive testing was
largest for this group. This is because, when the students were highly motivated
to disbelieve the diagnosis of Alzheimer's, those told about the cognitive tests
were very dismissive, but those told about the MRI scans showed similar levels
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of trust to their less partisan peers. The authors said this suggests we are more
willing to discount unwelcome psychological evidence than we are to discount
brain-based evidence.
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These new results add to past findings showing people's bias for neuroscience
and other "hard" sciences and against psychology. For instance, medical
students think their psychology lectures are "soft and fluffy"; students think
psychology is less important than the other natural sciences; children rate
psychological questions as easier than chemistry or biology questions; and
expert testimony supporting an insanity defence is seen as less convincing when
delivered by a psychologist than a psychiatrist.
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The researchers called for their work to be extended into other contexts, and for
the allure of neuroscience to be probed more deeply. "The need for the general
public to accurately evaluate the scientific methods used by psychologists is
especially relevant to real-world situations," they said, "in which strongly held
values, beliefs, or identification with specific groups renders people particularly
likely to discount psychological evidence."
wired.com, 2015
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Which of the following is in line with paragraph 1?
A In politics, medical evidence tends to be overlooked.
B Medical judgements can be politically motivated.
C Medical proof may lead to the ending of a politician’s career.
D Politicians’ medical conditions should be made public.
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Geef van elke van de volgende beweringen aan of deze wel of niet in
overeenstemming is met alinea 1, 2 en 3.
1 De Munro’s wilden met het onderzoek aantonen dat hersenscans
vragenlijsten overbodig maken.
2 Alle deelnemers aan het onderzoek kregen gegevens te zien van een
denkbeeldige patiënt bij wie mogelijk sprake was van dementie.
3 Het aantal jaren ervaring dat een expert had, bepaalde hoe
betrouwbaar de studenten de uitkomsten vonden.
4 Studenten die de informatie op basis van hersenscans kregen,
vertrouwden erop dat deze gegevens klopten.
Noteer “wel” of “niet” achter elk nummer op het antwoordblad.
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What becomes clear about cognitive tests from paragraph 4?
A They are ultimately less upsetting for a patient than a session in a
scanner.
B They come with more sophisticated guidelines for understanding the
results than scans.
C They give a less objective insight into a disease than a brain scan
offers.
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What is the goal of paragraph 5?
A to counterbalance the findings presented in paragraph 3
B to further explore the findings presented in paragraph 3
C to give an example of the findings presented in paragraph 3
D to support the findings presented in paragraph 3
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How can paragraph 6 best be characterised?
A It contradicts the outcome of the Munro research.
B It puts the Munro research in a broader context.
C It stresses the scientific quality of the Munro research.
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Which of the following is in line with the opinion of the researchers, as
presented in paragraph 7?
A They advocate closer cooperation between physicians and
psychologists.
B They are critical of scientists who deliberately misinterpret medical
findings.
C They think that the reliability of scanning equipment needs to be
improved.
D They would like to see a better appreciation of the merits of
psychology.
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